Introduction: Existing in silico models for single cells feature limited representations of cytoskeletal structures that present inhomogeneities in the cytoplasm and contribute substantially to the mechanical behaviour of the cell. Considering these microstructural inhomogeneities is expected to provide more realistic predictions of cellular and subcellular mechanics. Here, we propose a micromechanical hierarchical approach to capture the contribution of actin stress fibres to the mechanical behaviour of a single cell when exposed to substrate stretch.
Introduction
The knowledge of how the cell structure deforms under different loads is crucial for a better understanding of physiological and pathological events [1, 2] . The cell comprises different components (e.g. cytosol, fibrous protein networks, nucleus, cell membrane) that are dispersed heterogeneously, display nonlinear behaviour [3, 4] , and can be highly anisotropic. The cytoskeletal structural components determine the mechanical properties of the cell. These properties can be quantified through experimental characterisation and theoretical formulations [5, 6] and have been found to vary even for the same type of cell [7] .
Various techniques have been developed to obtain the mechanical properties of cells, including micropipette aspiration [8] , use of optical tweezers [9] , magnetometric examination [10] and atomic force microscopy (AFM) based strategies [11, 12] .
The cytoskeleton, and the actin filaments in particular, are effective factors in the regulation of the morphology and mechanical properties of the cell; as such cytoskeletal changes associated with cellular remodelling may lead to substantial changes of the mechanical properties of a cell [14] [15] [16] [17] . Park et al. [13] examined the localised cell stiffness and its correlation with the cytoskeleton. They reported that the local variation of cytoskeletal stiffness was related to regional prestress. This research comprehensively characterized the localized variations of intracellular mechanical properties that underlie localized cellular function.
Rotsch and Radmacher [18] found a significant reduction in the elastic modulus of fibroblasts when treated with actin disrupting chemicals. Similar findings were reported by other researchers [19, 20] . Variations in cellular stiffness has also been linked to diseases [21] , e.g normal cells have an elastic modulus of about one order of magnitude higher than cancerous cells [22] . However, with some exceptions [23] [24] [25] [26] , in earlier research homogenization was applied to the whole cell and did not explicitly consider the effect of inhomogeneities [27] . This resulted in nonphysical relationships of the observed parameters to the mechanical properties of the cell.
In computational modelling of cell mechanics, an accurate description of the anisotropic, nonlinear behaviour of the cytoskeleton is desired to account for cytoplasmic inhomogeneity. One of the most common approaches for computational cell mechanics is the finite element method (FEM). FEM has been utilized to study different aspects of cell mechanics [28] [29] [30] . However, the application of FEM to single cell mechanics [31] [32] [33] is still limited because of the scarcity of information on material properties and shape of subcellular structures. More recently, image-based geometrical modelling and FEM have facilitated computational models that represent the three-dimensional (3D) cellular structures including cytoskeleton, cytoplasm, cell membrane, and nucleus [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] .
However, including cytoskeletal stress fibres as discrete structural elements is one of the current challenges in computational models of cellular mechanics.
Multiscale constitutive models may be able to address this challenge by capturing the structural and mechanical properties of cellular components at sub-cellular scale and describing their mechanical contribution at the cellular scale.
Our current study focuses on developing a computational model to predict the mechanical behaviour of the cell via a multiscale approach. The micromechanical homogenization of actin stress fibres permits the combination of micro-structural details of these cytoskeletal components into the FEM modelling framework. This improves the capability of the framework to capture the contribution of the structure and mechanics at the microstructural sub-cellular level to the cellular mechanics at the macroscopic level.
Materials and methods

Geometrical modelling
The geometrical model of a human dermal fibroblast developed previously [30] was utilized in the current study. In brief, human dermal fibroblast cells were seeded onto fibronectin-coated sterile cover glasses. Cells were stained with Alexa Fluor 568 phalloidin (Invitrogen Molecular Probes, Eugene, Oregon, USA) and counterstained with Hoechst 33342 dye (Sigma Aldrich Chemie GmbH, Steinheim, Germany). Images were acquired with a Zeiss 510 LSM Meta confocal microscope at 40x magnification. 
Finite element modelling
Mesh generation
The cell membrane, cytosol and nucleus were meshed and identified as separate element sets. No-slip conditions were enforced at interfaces between the cellular components in Simpleware. The cell geometry was imported into ABAQUS (version 12.2, Dassault Systèmes, RI, USA) and attached to a 1 × 1 mm flat substrate to simulate exposure of the cell to substrate stretch as in our previous study [30] , see Figure 1 
(b).
For the attachment of the cell to the substrate, 124 focal adhesions (FA) with a thickness of 1 µm [45] [46] [47] [48] with average contact area of 1 µm 2 [48] were randomly distributed across the basal cell surface [30] . Cohesive elements were used to represent the FA [30, [42] [43] [44] . Focal adhesion COH3D6 248 *Element types: C3D4 -four-node tetrahedral element, S3 -triangular three-node shell element, S3R -triangular three-node triangular shell element with reduced integration, COH3D6 -six-node three-dimensional cohesive element
Boundary conditions and loading
The cell was placed in the centre of the substrate with sufficient distance to the substrate boundaries to neglect edges effects (Figure 1b 
Material Properties
The finite element simulations were limited to strain field. The cell membrane was assumed to be isotropic linear-elastic. The nucleus and cytosol were assumed to be isotropic hyper-elastic compressible and described with a Neo-Hookean strain energy function [51-53]:
where is the strain energy per unit of reference volume, and µ is the shear modulus and k is the bulk modulus. 1 ̅ and J are the first and third invariant of the left Cauchy-Green deformation tensor, P, given by:
where F is the deformation gradient tensor [54] . The substrate and focal adhesions were represented with an isotropic linear-elastic material model. All materials parameters are provided in Table 2 . Membrane Linear-elastic E = 7 kPa, ν = 0.45 [56] Focal adhesion Linear-elastic E = 10 kPa, ν = 0.3 [49, 50] Elastic substrate Linear-elastic E sub = 0.01, 0.14, 1, 10 MPa, ν = 0.45
Micromechanical homogenization of cytoplasm
Components of the cytoplasm include actin filament, intermediate filaments, and microtubules. The cell is able to organize the distribution of the cytoskeletal filaments according to its microenvironment, thus changing its mechanical properties. The stress fibres are contractile bundles of actin filaments [57] with diameters in the range of tenths of microns which are higher-order cytoskeletal structures. Experimental and theoretical studies have shown that cell behaviour like migration is dependent on the organization of stress fibres [58, 59] . For simplicity, in this study we consider the stress fibres as randomly distributed in the cytoplasm, satisfying the continuum hypothesis.
Here, we consider the microstructure of cytoplasm with randomly oriented stress fibres.
The micromechanical homogenization allows to obtain the effective mechanical properties of cytoplasm by assuming the cytoplasm as composite of cytosol and stress fibres (see In microstructurally inhomogeneous materials, the volume average stress and strain, respectively, is obtained by integration of stress and strain, respectively, over the RVE volume with respect to microscopic coordinates inside the RVE:
Here, σ(x) and ε(x) are the microscopic stress and strain, respectively, which are related to the average stress and strain by:
where A and B are the stress and strain concentration tensors, respectively.
Based on complexity of the microstructure, the concentration tensors can be obtained by different approximations approaches. We consider a single ellipsoidal inclusion bonded to an infinite homogeneous elastic matrix that is subjected to a uniform strain and stress at infinity. For this problem, a suitable approximation approach is the mean field method, which is generally based on the Eshelby equivalent inclusion formulation [60] . The Mori-Tanaka (MT) homogenization model [61] is an effective field approximation based on Eshelby's elasticity solution, assuming that the strain concentration tensor, B, is equal to the strain concentration of the single inclusion problem. The Mori-Tanaka method is considered as an improvement over Eshelby method, and the relationship for the effective strain is given as
The concentration tensor (B Eshelby ) for Eshelby's equivalent inclusion is
where I is the identity tensor, S is the Eshelby tensor [61] , E is the elastic tensor, M is the compliance tensor, and υ is the volume fraction. The superscripts f and m refer to the fibre and matrix, respectively.
The Mori-Tanaka concentration tensor (B MT ) will be given as
The relationship between the macroscopic stress < σ > and strain < ε > can be obtained by:
where E eff is the effective elastic tensor of the homogeneous material that can be obtained as a function of strain concentration tensor B MT . To computationally model cell mechanics, capturing the nonlinear deformation of the cytoplasm under large displacement is required.
The Neo-Hookean material model has been used to describe the nonlinear stress strain behaviour of the homogenized cytoplasm.
The cytoplasm is considered as composition of randomly oriented stress fibres in matrix of cytosol. The cytosol matrix is assumed to be hyperelastic with an elastic modulus of 1 kPa, see Table 2 . The mechanical properties obtained from stretch tests [33] were utilised for the stress fibres. The effective linear-elastic bulk modulus K eff and shear modulus μ eff of the cytosol matrix with randomly oriented and distributed stress fibres are given as: 
where μ, K, ν, and υ are the shear modulus, bulk modulus, Poisson's ratio and volume fraction, respectively, of the materials defined by subscripts f = fibre and m = matrix.
The stress is obtained by:
where C 1 = μ/2, D 1 = K/2, and λ is the principal stretch.
Parametric numerical study
Changes in the actin cytoskeletal structure have been reported to affect cell fate [19] . The mechanical properties of different cellular components, such as the elastic moduli of nucleus, cytoplasm, actin cortex and actin stress fibres, contribute to the effective mechanical stiffness of the cell [40] .
Parametric simulations were conducted to study the effect of stress fibre content and substrate elasticity on the deformation of the cell. The volumetric fraction of filamentous F-actin in the cytoskeleton has been reported to be of the order of 1% [62] . Since we expect the stress fibre volume fraction in actin-rich regions intracellular regions (such as the cortex or actin bundles) to be higher than normal, we considered networks with stress fibre volume fractions of υ f = 0, 1, 10, and 20%. Furthermore, we considered an elastic modulus of the substrate of E S = 0.01, 0.14, 1 and 10 MPa. The reference mechanical properties of the cell are summarised in Table 2 . The computed strain in plasma membrane, homogenised cytoplasm and nucleus of the cell exposed to uniaxial stretch as described above were assessed. Figure 3 illustrates the relationship between the effective mechanical properties of the homogenised cytoplasm and the stress fibre volume fraction. The shear modulus μ eff , bulk modulus K eff and effective elastic modulus E eff increase with increasing stress fibre volume fraction υ f whereas the Poisson's ratio decreases for increasing stress fibre volume fraction.
Results
Homogenization of cytoplasm
The stress-stretch relationship for the macroscopic behaviour of the homogenized cytoplasm is illustrated in Figure 4(a) for different stress fibre volume fractions. An increase in stress fibre volume fraction resulted in an increase in stress for a given stretch.
For small stretch values of λ ≤ 1.1, the stress-stretch relationship can be approximated as linear (see Figure 4b) . 
Effect of stress fibre volume fraction and substrate modulus on cell deformation
The predicted distribution of the maximum principal strain in the mid plane of the cytoplasm and nucleus is presented in Figure 5 . The results are shown in the mid plane of the cytoplasm to disregard potential numerical localization effects of the contact between the cell and the substrate. The intracellular strain distribution, i.e. spatial pattern, was found to be insensitive to variation of the stress fibre volume fraction, whereas different strain magnitudes were apparent for the different cases. It was also noted that the peak strain in the cytosol and nucleus decreased considerably with including stress fibres. Table S1 ). Figure 7 and Figure 8 provide graphs of overall peak maximum principal logarithmic strain in the cytoplasm ε 1,Peak,Cyt and the nucleus ε 1,Peak,Nuc versus the peak maximum principal strain in the substrate ε 1,Peak,Sub for different stress fibre volume fractions and substrate elastic moduli. (Here, 'overall strain' refers to the strain in the entire cytoplasm and nucleus in contrast to the strain in the mid-section presented in Figure 5 and Figure   6 .) The overall peak strain in the cytoplasm increased linearly with increasing strain in the substrate. The overall peak strain in the nucleus also increased linearly with increasing substrate strain.. The relationship between the overall peak strain in the cytosol and nucleus, respectively, and the overall peak strain in the substrate can be approximated with linear functions for the cytosol, 
Nucleus
The values for parameters α and β for nucleus and cytoplasm for different values of the substrate elastic modulus and the stress fibre volume fraction are provided in Table 3 . Table 3 . Parameter values for estimation of overall peak strain in cytoplasm and nucleus (see Eqs. 15 and 16) .
E sub (MPa)
Cytoplasm Nucleus
0.01 α Cyt 0.0112 0.0107 0.0096 0.009 α Nuc 0.0073 0.0071 0.0053 0.0045 
Discussion
Previous research of eukaryotic cells has shown that the cytoskeletal structures determine to a great extent the distinct mechanical properties of the cytoplasm. In some of computational modelling studies of single cell mechanics, the assumption of homogenous mechanical properties for the entire cell has been a strong simplification particularly for cells with focal adhesions where stress fibre presents critical inhomogeneity. Hybrid computational cell models [37, 38, 39] with a restricted number of tensegrity elements to represent the mechanical contribution of stress fibres have remained limited in their capabilities to capture real cellular behaviour. One of the main shortcomings of continuum-based models is the lack of representation of the functional contribution of cytoskeletal fibres [63] .
In our current study, we developed a finite element method and models for single cell mechanics with the micromechanical homogenization of actin stress fibres as primary cytoskeletal elements in the cytoplasm. The method and models were used to investigate the influence of stress fibre content on the deformation of cytoplasm, nucleus and cell membrane of a fibroblast when subjected to uniaxial strain of up to 10% on substrates of different stiffness.
This study demonstrates the importance of the representation of cytoskeletal components in computational models for single cell mechanics since the predicted intracellular strains varied substantial for different stress fibre contents.
The data for stress fibre volume fractions of 0% and 20% indicated that an increase in stress fibre volume fraction led to a decrease in the peak strain in cytoplasm and nucleus but did not affect the strain in cell membrane to the same degree (Figure 6) . As shown in Figure 5 , the spatial distribution of strain is similar for the four cases of our study because the focal adhesions have identical distribution for all cases. We have investigated the effect of focal adhesions on intracellular strain distribution in previous studies [30, 64, 65] .
It was also observed that the mid-section peak strain in cytoplasm and nucleus decreased more for the change of stress fibre volume fraction from 0% to 10% than for the change from 10% to 20%. Our results support the hypothesis that the cytoskeleton plays a significant role in transmitting extracellular mechanical forces to the nucleus, possibly mediating mechanotransduction [66] . The negligible change of the strain in the cell membrane indicates that the membrane is less sensitive to a change in stress fibre content than the cytosol and nucleus.
Our findings also indicate that omission of stress fibres content may overestimate intracellular strain. Due to the challenges in discretely reconstructing the stress fibres for cellular modelling, numerous researches utilized beam elements to represent stress fibres [8, 9, 35, 37, 67] . However, this is not sufficient to represent the global effect of stress fibres for high volume fractions [68] and random orientations [69] . Our method with micromechanical homogenization offers a new approach to address this limitation in single cell computational mechanics.
A substantial variation of the effective Poisson's ratio of the micromechanically homogenised cytoplasm was predicted for the change in stress fibre content (Figure 3) . This is of interest in the context of the wide range of values reported in literature for
Poisson's ratio, from nearly incompressible hyperelastic with 0.49 [70] to 0.3 [71, 72] .
Numerical relationships were identified between overall peak strain in the cytosol and the nucleus, respectively, and the substrate strain (Figure 7 and Figure 8 ) for varying stress fibre volume fraction and elastic modulus of the substrate. Once validated, such relationships can provide simple tools to estimate the maximum deformation in cellular components for a given stiffness of the extracellular environment, and consequently a design tool for cellular microenvironments to guide cellular deformation in therapeutic applications.
The hyperelastic response of the cytoplasm was captured by a Neo-Hookean strain energy density function based on isotropic elastic shear modulus and bulk modulus that were derived with by micromechanical homogenization. Based on the spread morphology of the fibroblast with a multitude of stress fibre orientations observed microscopically, the homogenized cytoplasm was treated as mechanically isotropic with randomly aligned stress fibres.
There are some simplifications in the finite element model presented here. Focal adhesions were assumed to be arbitrarily distributed over the entire contact area between cell and substrate. We have investigated the impact of focal adhesions in more detail in our previous studies [30, 64, 65] . The cell-specific morphology of the model was intended to resemble to some degree the in vivo interactions of the cell with the substrate. This was deemed appropriate for the comparison with experiments that investigated cellular stretching with adherent monolayers [73, 74, 75] . In the context of the primary goal of this study, namely to investigate the role of stress fibres on cellular mechanics with changing substrate stiffness, the complexity of the model was appropriate.
Shortcomings of the current study include the lack of quantitative information on the distribution of stress fibres within the cell and the omission of microtubules and intermediate filaments in the micromechanical homogenization of cytoskeletal structures.
This was based on the technical challenge to identify these structures in the microscopic images. A further limitation is the lack of validation of the numerical results. However, at present, there is a scarcity of experimental data of cellular and subcellular physical parameters (e.g. mechanical properties of FA, structure and mechanical properties of cytoskeletal components) and on localized intracellular deformation such as provided by the FE models in this study (Figure 5) .
Future research will aim at describing computationally the cytoskeletal dynamics including the nonlinear constitutive behaviour of the cell in terms of stress-strain relationships shown experimentally [76, 77] . Experimental studies have also demonstrated that the functions of microtubules, i.e. to maintain viscosity [78] and to define the time of recovery to equilibrium of a cell after external stimuli [79, 80] . The inclusion of microtubules would serve as a good basis for the future extension of our studies.
Conclusion
This study demonstrated that the representation of stress fibres should be considered in computational models for cell mechanics since predicted cytoplasm elastic modulus values changed substantially with stress fibres content. The results also show that the stress fibres content influences the deformation of cytoplasm and nucleus but not of the membrane, at least for uniaxial substrate stretch. These developed methods and models offer potential for refinement and extension, for example to capture the regional variability of cytoskeletal content and mechanical anisotropy of the cytoplasm. This study can as such contribute to the development of more realistic and accurate computational models of cell mechanics based on continuum approaches that will provide a better understanding of mechanotransduction in living cells.
